COUNTERPOINT FOR GUITAR WITH IMPROVISATION IN THE RENAISSANCE STYLE AND STUDY IN MOTIVIC METAMORPHOSIS by Dusan Bogdanovic
Berben. 131 pages.

Dusan Bogdanovic explains in his introduction that this textbook is a result of lectures and courses taught over the years. He sets out, and succeeds in presenting, a method of teaching counterpoint to the guitarist, not as a theoretical subject, but as a vibrant aspect of guitar performance, improvisation and composition. By exploring various aspects of musicianship through a balanced, integrated and musical approach, Bogdanovic attempts to supply the modern guitarist with a more harmonised and integrated approach to the art of music.

Though he delves into certain philosophical issues about the state of post-modern man and methods of learning, the musical explanations are lucid and pertinent while practical and conceptual ideas are graphically illustrated as charts.

Chapters on counterpoint offer excellent descriptions and musical examples explaining species counterpoint in two and three voices. The descriptions of cadences and canonic technique are supported with practical exercises. Notably, the short chapter on imitation is summed up by a brilliant analysis of the imitation technique of Francesco da Milano describing the modal and non-modal harmonic plan of the given fantasia.

A lucid description of Improvisation in the Renaissance style has a surprising acknowledgement to the jazz guitar method of William G. Leavitt. Here Bogdanovic refers to the position principals that are used in Mr Leavitt’s Modern Method for Guitar, thus offering a practical set of fingerings for his theories. Explaining how modal playing can be derived from the scales he leads to a description of Renaissance melodic patterns and how to build useful exercises on them. Most of the musical examples are based on the works of Byrd, Milano, Narvaez and Dowland, offering direct examples from some of the best music in the literature.

There is so much more material to cover that is beyond the scope of this review; melodic and metric interpretation, perpetual canons, Fibonacci transformations and motivic transformations to name a few. My recommendation is that any serious guitarist/teacher/performer/composer with an academically interested in teaching counterpoint should have this book as an important reference or method. After reading and playing through this treatise one is left with the impression that Bogdanovic is an intelligent and creative musician trying to verse the guitarist in the use of learned counterpoint, but with reference to the guitarist’s literature, not that of the vocal or keyboard tradition (though these traditions are very important). The only question I am left with at the end of this tome is ‘why wasn’t this done before?’

Peter Argondizza

CINQUE PEZZI IN STILE CLASSICO by Carlo Domeniconi
Margaux 1061. 5 pages.

I began playing Domeniconi’s Turkish Folk Song Variations several years ago and I’ve yet to find anything else from this composer that comes close in terms of quality. Koyunbaba receives its fair share of the limelight but I’ve yet to be wholly convinced by it.

The five pieces reviewed here, written in 1952, are miniatures occupying a page per piece and, of course, there is little wrong with this alone – many of the finest items in the guitar repertory are less than substantial. Domeniconi makes much use of rhythm repetition here – almost to the point of tedium in some cases. Harmonically also there are few surprises.

Fingerling is absent but players of the relevant standard (Grade 6/7) would encounter few problems in this area. I’ll be surprised if these pieces appear in concert programmes but they may have some use as teaching material.

Raymond Burley

SUITE GLOBALE for flute, violin and guitar by Ernst Ludwig Uray
ed. Norbert Dams
Edition Daminus 136 ED. 38 pages (score and parts).

Here is a sophisticated fun piece whose four movements contain jocular thematic ideas developed in a surprisingly erudite manner. The stock chinoiserie which introduces Fernostlich – Nahwestlich becomes the subject of some elaborate chromatic shifts, and the almost inevitable Am-G-F-E in Viva Sombrero is kept alive by imaginative melodic development and precision-engineered interplay between the violin and flute parts. Here, as elsewhere, the guitar’s role is largely accompanimental, although it does have the introduction to itself on just one occasion.

Presentation is exemplary – the best I have seen so far from this prolific publishing house. Editorial intervention appears to be limited to the re-voicing of a few unplay-
DERVICHES TOURNEURS by Eric Penicaud
Editions Henry Lemoine. 26255 HL.

The title is interesting here... can you find out what it means easily? More on this later on: for the moment, this seems to be a good work, rhythmically very complex indeed for such a basic ABA formula.

Set in E minor, the opening phrases meander and ponder over a repetitive figuration which sets up a hypnotic state; rather like the famous Cardoso Milonga (but not that good). For the first whole page this meandering continues unbroken and one wonders: is this the main theme? Suddenly, the piece breaks off into rapid gliss and rasg displays awkwardly written in six-eight time... enough tricky rhythms to halt almost anyone in their tracks. This quasi-cadenza material continues for a few pages and really, I find such written out free-style work difficult to phrase well and I know that many out there will find this the case.

Eventually, the A Section returns with a rather calm Coda providing a piece lasting over five minutes with some good episodes if one can manage to decode the notation on pages 3, 4 and 5. The print is very clear on good paper. Three languages are used... I see no point in this since long ago, musicians agreed that Italian would be the norm in music. Even my Harrap's large French dictionary fails to translate some of this text. Where I live (north of England) we use some words which are so local that they actually mean nothing to other English speakers... I would not use such words internationally since such use obscures the meaning of a phrase. Can we all go back to normality for a while? Otherwise, this is a fine work, about Grade 7 (+) UK levels.

Neil Smith
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